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 On the Banks of Plum Creek 
Vocabulary Fill in      Ch 7-8 

 
A. bellowing 
B. burrowed 
C. chaff 
D. dabbled 

E. earnestly 
F. plow 
G. scythe 
H. steer 

I. stubble 
J. threshing-machine 
K. twittering 
L. yoked 

 

 

1. "But he was glad because when the hay was stacked he could _____" the 

land. 

2. "He _____ Pete and Bright to the wagon." 

3. "He sharpened the long, dangerous _____ that little girls must never touch." 

4. "In the mornings they ran through the dewy chill grass that wet their feet 

and _____ the hems of their dresses." 

5. "Laura _____ her face in it, shutting her eyes and smelling deeper and 

deeper." 

6. "Laura heard the harsh machinery noises while she drove Spot through the 

dewy grass, and when the sun rose _____ flew golden in the wind." 

7. "One morning at daylight three strange men came with a _____." 

8. "The everyday sun shone over the prairie grasses where thousands of birds 

were flying and _____." 
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9. "Then she and Laura laughed because it was funny to live in a house where a 

_____ could step through the roof." 

10. "They came _____ and pawing, and when they reached the big rock they did 

not go by." 

11. "'We won't, Pa,' Laura said, _____, and Mary said, 'No, Pa, we won't.'" 

12. "When the hay was stacked he could plow that _____ land." 
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 On the Banks of Plum Creek 
Vocabulary Fill in      Ch 7-8 

----------Key (12 points)---------- 
 

1. F plow ................................................................................................... pg. 53 

2. L yoked .................................................................................................. pg 52 

3. G scythe ................................................................................................ pg 52 

4. D dabbled ............................................................................................. pg. 45 

5. B burrowed .......................................................................................... pg. 56 

6. C chaff .................................................................................................. pg 53 

7. J threshing-machine .......................................................................... pg 53 

8. K twittering .......................................................................................... pg 46 

9. H steer .................................................................................................. pg 50 

10. A bellowing ............................................................................................ pg 47 

11. E earnestly .......................................................................................... pg. 55 

12. I stubble ............................................................................................... pg 53 
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